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About This Content

Whether your heroes are plunging into the deepest caverns, exploring long forgotten ruins or are lost in a labyrinth; it’s always
very important to set the appropriate mood for your dungeons. The Dungeon Music Pack by Scythuz was created with such

exploits in mind.

Covering a wide variety of areas and themes such as sinister castles, futuristic space-stations and the darkest secrets of the
underground; this pack will definitely add the most fitting atmosphere and give your dungeons the right tone for when you truly

want to create a sense of immersion in your game.

Music preview on Soundcloud

This pack contains:

25 unique tracks spanning various genres including: Orchestral, Sci-fi, Ambient and World Music.

.wav, .ogg, and .mp3 formats included.

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG/IG Maker projects.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Dungeon Music Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Degica, Scythuz
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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rpg maker vx ace - dungeon music pack

A large music pack with most falling on the typical side. Only a select few really do much. It still adds some variety to your
BGM collection, though I'd save it until you've already got some better sounds.. Has more use than the Classic Fantasy Music
Pack. I highly recommend you acquire this and not the other one. You'll find much more use out of this one.
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